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Susan and Linda 

 

Linda is 58 and healthy 

 

Susan is 78 and has mild heart failure 

 

Both have early breast cancer 



Susan and Linda 

Both dread having surgery, but proceed. 
 

Linda Pathology results shows no sign of breast 

cancer.  There has been a mix-up about needle 

biopsy slides. Hospital inquiry starts; Linda 

considers legal action.  



Susan and Linda 

Both dread having surgery, but proceed. 
 

Linda Pathology results shows no sign of breast 
cancer.  There has been a mix-up about needle 
biopsy slides. Hospital inquiry starts; Linda 
considers legal action.  

 

Susan Cancer is confirmed.  A few days later, 
Susan learns of a friend in same situation that is 
offered hormones instead of surgery.  Susan is 
angry, miserable and regrets having surgery.  No 
one seems to care. 



Susan and Linda 

 

Linda. Mix up re needle biopsy – a 

diagnostic error. 
 

Susan. Lack of information about options 

and lack of attention to what would have 

been Susan’s informed preference is also a 

diagnostic error – a preference 

misdiagnosis. 

 



Two diagnostic errors 

 

Linda. Mix-up about needle biopsy is a 
classic diagnostic error. 
 

Susan. Lack of attention to Susan’s 
informed preference is a preference 
misdiagnosis. 

 

But in Susan’s case, it is a silent 
misdiagnosis. No one is worried, no one 
cares. 





Nils and Bart have knee pain 

• Nils is 65, cyclist, cares for his wife. 

 

• Bart is 64, portrait painter.  

 

• Nils wants to avoid surgery, dreads spending 
time in hospital, not being able to get about. 

 

• Bart not so concerned about spending time 
recovering slowly from operation. 

 



Potential Solutions 

• Decision Support Intervention for Patients 

 

• Shared Decision Making 

 

• Long tools 

 

• Short tools 

 

 



  

 Patient decision support interventions help 

people think about choices they face: they 

describe where and why choice exists…  
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 Patient decision support interventions help people 

think about choices they face: they describe where 

and why choice exists; they provide information about 

options, including, where reasonable, the option of 

taking no action. These interventions aim to help 

people to deliberate, independently or in collaboration 

with others, about options, by considering relevant 

attributes, to help them forecast how they might feel 

about short, intermediate and long-term outcomes 

which have relevant consequences,, in ways which 

help support the process of constructing preferences 

and eventual decision making, appropriate to their 

individual situation. 

 

Elwyn G, Frosch D, Volandes AE, Edwards A, Montori VM. Investing in 

Deliberation: A Definition and Classification of Decision Support Interventions for 

People Facing Difficult Health Decisions. Medical Decision Making. 2010 

Nov;30(6):701–11.  





In 86 trials, using tools that cover 35 different screening or treatment 

decisions, use has led to:  

 
•  Greater knowledge  

•  More accurate risk perceptions  

•  Greater comfort with decisions  

•  Greater participation in decision-making  

•  Fewer people remaining undecided  

•  Fewer patients choosing major surgery 
 

Stacey et al. 

Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, 2011  

 

Patient Decision Support 





Shared decision making is an approach 
where clinicians and patients communicate 
together using the best available evidence 
when faced with the task of making 
decisions…  
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Shared decision making is an approach 
where clinicians and patients communicate 
together using the best available evidence 
when faced with the task of making 
decisions, where patients are supported to 
deliberate about the possible attributes and 
consequences of options, to arrive at 
informed preferences in making a 
determination about the best action and 
which respects patient autonomy, where 
this is desired, ethical and legal. 

Elwyn G, Frosch D, Volandes AE, Edwards A, Montori VM. Investing in 

Deliberation: A Definition and Classification of Decision Support Interventions for 

People Facing Difficult Health Decisions. Medical Decision Making. 2010 

Nov;30(6):701–11.  



	

Steps for Diagnosing Patient Preferences  

Elwyn G, Frosch D, Thomson R, Joseph-Williams N, Lloyd A, Kinnersley P, et al. 
Shared decision making: a model for clinical practice. JGIM. 2012;Epub ahead.  
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Edwards A, Barry M. J Gen Intern Med. 2012 May 23. 
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Implementation Challenge 

• We already do it … 

 

• It is too difficult 

 

• Takes too much time 

 

• Patient’s don’t want it  

 



Implementation Challenge 

• Measurement problems 

 

• Workflow rigidity 

 

• Attitudinal resistance 

 



MAGIC 
making good decisions  



MAGIC 
making good decisions  

Thanks for the decision 

support … 

I prefer this option 



Option Grids 

• One page comparison of treatment options 

 

• Design Frequently Asked Questions 

 

• Collaboration with NICE, UK 

 Victoria Thomas & Gillian Leng 

 

• Evidence based engagement tools 

 



Option Grid 
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Option Grid Collaborative 
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